Singapore Management University, SMU - TA Centre for Excellence in Taxation
Research Fellow or Visiting Professor Positions
The SMU - TA Centre for Excellence in Taxation invites applications for Research Fellow or
Visiting Professor positions on a term basis for up to 24 months (possibility of renewable
appointment). We are seeking qualified researchers whose expertise are in International
Tax Policy, Tax Treaties, Transfer Pricing, Dispute Resolution, Tax Transparency, or Indirect
Tax to fill the position of Research Fellow or Visiting Professor in Taxation (Term Contract
for up to 24 months). Faculty members on sabbatical and post-doctoral researchers are
welcomed to apply.
JOB DESCRIPTION:
- Undertake research independently and/or as directed in the areas of International
Taxation, Tax Treaties, Transfer Pricing, Dispute Resolution, Tax Transparency, or Indirect
Tax, with particular focus on Asian economies and tax systems.
- Preferably able to take on multidisciplinary research on taxation; i.e. from legal, economic
and/or public policy perspectives.
- Contribute to the production of research reports and publications (including online) under
the Center.
- Provide supervision as required to research assistants and any students who may be
assisting with the research.
- Make presentations of research output at seminars, conferences and similar events as
requested by the Centre.
- Participate in events organised by the Centre as required.
JOB QUALIFICATIONS:
- Applicants for the position should have a PhD in Accounting, Tax Law, Economics or Public
Policy.
- Candidates with a Masters or specialised graduate degree in Accounting, Tax Law,
Economics or Public Policy from a reputable university, and possess strong relevant work
experience or demonstrated knowledge in Taxation may apply.
- Faculty members on sabbatical and post-doctoral researchers are welcomed to apply.
- Applicants should have a demonstrated interest in and capacity to do research publishable
in top-tier journals with a strong publication record. Demonstrated knowledge in Taxation
will be an added advantage.
- PhD candidates with ABD status may be considered.
- Excellent written communication skill in English.
SALARY: Salary is attractive, internationally competitive, and commensurate with
qualifications and experience.
APPLICATION PROCEDURE: Please submit curriculum vitae, relevant syllabi, publications or
documentation related to your experience in Taxation to Toh Sher-Lin at sltoh@smu.edu.sg

Interested parties who are unable to relocate to Singapore may apply for research grants
by submitting their research proposals to the Centre. Please email Toh Sher-Lin at
sltoh@smu.edu.sg for more information.
ABOUT SMU - TA CET: The SMU - TA Centre for Excellence in Taxation (SMU - TA CET) is
jointly set up by the Singapore Management University (SMU)'s School of Accountancy and
the Tax Academy of Singapore (TA). The SMU - TA CET is the first centre in Singapore that
is dedicated to the research in taxation. The Centre will undertake and produce
multidisciplinary research on international taxation, from legal, economic and public policy
perspectives.
ABOUT SINGAPORE MANAGEMENT UNIVERSITY: A premier university in Asia, the
Singapore Management University (SMU) is internationally recognised for its world-class
research and distinguished teaching. Established in 2000, SMU's mission is to generate
leading-edge research with global impact and produce broad-based, creative and
entrepreneurial leaders for the knowledge-based economy. SMU education is known for its
highly interactive, collaborative and project-based approach to learning, and for its
technologically enabled pedagogy of seminar-style teaching in small class sizes. The SMU
city campus is a state-of-the-art facility located in the heart of downtown Singapore,
fostering strategic linkages with the business and wider community.
http://www.smu.edu.sg
ABOUT TAX ACADEMY OF SINGAPORE: The Tax Academy of Singapore is a not-for-profit
institution. Its mission is to raise the professional competency of the tax community and
develop Singapore into a regional tax knowledge hub. The Tax Academy was set up in 2006
by the Inland Revenue Authority of Singapore in collaboration with the international
accounting firms of Deloitte & Touche, Ernst & Young, KPMG and PricewaterhouseCoopers,
the Institute of Singapore Chartered Accountants and the Law Society of Singapore.
http://www.taxacademy.sg

